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learning Obj ectives
Upon completion of this lesson, you will be able to:
• Identify where personnel costs occur in Operating and
Support cost estimates
• Explain the role of the Manpower Estimate Report
• Describe the general assumptions that affect personnel
cost estimates
• Explain how to price personnel
• Identify major sources of personnel cost data
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Closed Captioning
Upon completion of this lesson, you will be able to:
•
•
•
•
•

Identify where personnel costs occur in Operating and Support cost estimates,
Explain the role of the Manpower Estimate Report,
Describe the general assumptions that affect personnel cost estimates,
Explain how to price personnel, and
Identify major sources of personnel cost data.
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Why Is This Import11nt?
Personnel costs represent a very large
percentage of O&S costs.
Estimating personnel costs isn't always as
straightforward as it might seem.
The PSM must be a part of the discussion that
determines how many people, what kinds of
people, and what special circumstances might
apply that would a ffec t the total cost.
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Est imating Personnel Costs
Personnel costs are estimated by counting all the personnel involved with operating and supporting a
system and then multiplying by the right cost per person . Assumptions regarding the estimate can
sometimes be documented before estimating the costs, but not always.
So the problem is identifying the right people to count, estimating the number of personnel, and then
selecting the correct cost per person . As we have seen, this is one area where early reliability and
maintainability decisions can have a profound effect on the O&S cost, above and beyond the non 
personnel costs of maintenance . A major source of controversy in acquisition Life Cycle Cost ( LCC)
estimates is to determine how Reliability and Maintainability ( R&M ) improvements will affect manning .
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Pe rsonnel Quantit ies: The Basics
Staffing is driven by workload, and workload is driven by tasks . Tasks are driven by maintenance
planning based on the reliability and maintainabili ty of the system . Unscheduled tasks are often driven by
reliability factors . Scheduled tasks are based on the supportabili ty analysis performed as part of the
system design process . Both are affected by the inherent maintainability of the system . If reliability is
over-estimated, and the time to restore the system under-estimated, our initial O&S cost estimates
could be wide of the mark.
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Knowledge Review
You think estimating personnel costs is pretty straightforward once
the correct cost per person is determined. Your cost estimator replies,
"In order to have accurate personnel costs, you also need to know

- -- - - - - •
~

type and quantity

U

age and number

rank and age

years of service and rank

Check Answer
In order to have accurate personnel costs, it is critical to calcula te the correct cost per person as
well as the type and quantity of personnel.
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Manpower Estimate Report ( MER)
Before going any further, let's look a t the one of the basic sources of information regarding manning . The
policy documents listed below require a Manpower Estimate Report be prepared for major program decision
points as shown.
• 10 USC 24 3 4 re qu ires
o An estimate of the personnel required to
operate, maintain, support, and provide
system - rela ted training in advance o f
development, produc tion and deploymen t
• DODI 5 000.02 requires
o A manpower es tima te at Milestones B, C,
and full- rate production
• DoD 5000. 4M (Cost Analysis Guidance and
Procedures) requires
o A unit manpower document with supporting
descriptions of the functions and
relationships of the orga nizational elements
o A notional unit manpower document
showing the rela tionships to the
predecessor system if a unit manpower
document is no t available
Select image t o e nla rge .
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Popup Text
Manpower Estimate Report
The Defense Acquisition Guidebook—or "DAG"—Chapter Three, Section 3.5 provides guidance on how to
prepare one of these reports.
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Manpower Estimate Report ( MER ) , Cont.
The Manpower Estimate Report {MER) is the primary
source of manpower quantities for O&S estimates at
major decision milestones.
MER can usually be found in the Cost Analysis
Requirements Description { CARD).
The key point is that early on in a program the MER
won' t be available.
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Knowledge Review
As a PSM, you are getting ready for your program's Milestone B decision. In looking over the
documentation, you note the absence of a manpower estimate. You draw this to the PM's attention,
and he replies, "I don't think we need one this early in the program.• You do some research and remind
requires one.• Which of the following policy documents did you cite?
him, "Boss,

10 usc 2434

~

DoDI 5000 .02

DoD 5000.4M

Cost Analysis Requirements Description

DpDI 5000.02 requires a manpower estimate at Milestones B, c, and full- rate production.
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Typical Assumptions: Peacetime Manning
In estimating personnel costs, w e h av e to estimate
for peacetime based on wartime assumptions.
This essentially means that we estimate using the
quantity of personnel that are included in the
Manpower Estimate Report (manning needed for the
unit to perform their wartime mission or their
peacetime mission, whichever is larger) .
We es timate the cos t for these personnel using
composite, or more fully burdened, rates based upon
guidance from the Direc tor, Cos t Assessmen t and
Program Evaluation (CAPE) .
I f cost s are driven by operating hours, we estimate
using peacetime operating hours.
N o te: Document assumptions a re in the Cost
Analysis Requirements Descriptions (CARDs), if one
exists.
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Typical Assumptions: Authorized Strength
We always worl< with "Authorized Stren gth".
Trying to estimate using assigned strength would
prove difficult as assigned strengths vary.
For standardization purposes, CAPE guidance is to
use authorized strength .
During peacetime or during certain operational
cycles, a uni t could well be unders trength .
Also, missions change and with them the end
strength necessary to perform them.
When you are working 20- 30 y ears in the future,
you have no idea what the mission is going to be, so
we default to the authorized strength.
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Popup Text
Authorized Strength
The maximum number of sworn officers any given service agency is authorized to employ.
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Typical Assumptions: l ife Cycle Cost Estimate
For a Life Cycle Cost Estimate, you have to include all personnel and use at least the Composite Standard
Rates for military and civilian . The chart below shows an example o f annual costs associated with enlisted
personnel, El through E9 . Select i m age t o enlarge .
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Typical Assumptions: Economic Analysis
For Economic Analyses such as Business case
Analysis (BCA) , Capabilities Based Assessment
(CBA) , Trade Studies, etc., there may be more
flexibility.
You could only be required to discuss the change in
personnel from the status quo, or use the marginal
cost of personnel.
However, in some cases you are required to use the
full cost to the Federal Government in the estimate
which is well above the t ypical amount that needs
t o be budgeted.
Be sure to check with the Cost IPT t o determine the
guidelines for the study.
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Knowledge Review
Using a chart of composite rates for military and civilians might
indicate that you are conducting a _ __ _ __

Economic Analysis

U

Peacetime MER

~

Li fe Cycle Cos t Estimate

Subsistence Analysis

Check Answer
For a life Cycle Cost Estimat e, you have to include all personnel and use at least the Composite
Standard Rates for military and civilian.
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Estimating Per sonnel Costs
To add to the complexity, we need to figure out how to come
up with the right cost per human. You have to bear in mind that
we have BOTH military and civilian personnel costs involved.

Personnel Qty type

Let's examine military personnel costs first.
This will include:
• Pricing Personnel Quanti ties
o Using The Right Cost Per Person
• Estimating The Correct Quantity Of People
o Manning assumptions may be "given" ( MERs, etc.)

n
Personnel Costs - l:
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(Personnel Qtytvpe
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Long Description
This shows a formula for estimating personnel costs. It notes that personnel costs are equal to Personnel
Quantity Type multiplied by Personnel Cost type which is then multiplied by the sum of the number of
types.
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Military Composite Standard Rates

"The composit e standard pay rates will be used when determining t he cost of military personnel for
budget/m anagem ent studies."
John Roth, Deput y Comptroller ( Progra m/Budget), OUSD, 1 July 2009
The Annual Departm ent of Defense ( DoD) Composit e Rate is calculated per guidance in t he DoD Financ ial
Managem ent Regulation, Volume 11A, Chapt er 6, Appendix I ( DoD 7000. 14R). [ Dec 2008]
According to these statements, it is suggested to
use the composite rate at a minimum . For Economic
Analyses, the estimator has to add in all the costs
to the Federal Government, which c an be ex tensive
for military personnel.
The composite rates do no t always give an accurate
or comple te pic ture . This is why in-depth knowledge
o f the system and its employment is critic al. But
early in ac quisition, some times that knowledge just
doesn' t exist.

Note: "DoD Composite rates do no t account for the
full cost o f military or DoD civilian personnel. ...
Composite rates should no t be the only source o f
data..." DTM 0 9-007, CAPE Dir ective
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Composite Standard Rate Compone,n ts: Active Military
For active duty military, the composite rate is made
of these eight elements.

Basic Pay

They are derived from the DoD FMR Volume llA,
Chapter 6, Appendix I.
1. Basic Pay

Bas. c AJ OWII"Q
for So~ ...,..

2. Retired Pay Accrual
Sas..c AI OWII'IC:t
for Housing

3 . Basic Allowance for Subsistence

lncemive and

4. Basic Allowance for Housing

Special Pays

5. Incentive and Special Pays
6 . Permanent Change of Station
7. Miscellaneous Pay
8. Medicare-Eligible Retiree Health Care Accrual
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Deviating From Composite Averages
Simply using the Composite Standard Rates may not give us an
accurate picture of projected personnel costs.
• Composite Standard Rates are Service-wide averages:
o All specialties are averaged together
• Pilots, doctors, submariners, etc. with others
Do service-wide averages apply to every O&S estimate and
trade analysis?
It is necessary to adjust the service wide averages in order to

deal with special circumstances of a particular acquisition.
So, the answer to the question posed is clearly, "No.•
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Grade Distributions
Since we don't always have detailed infonnation on
the make up of forces, what do you do when taking
into account the difference in pay between officers
of different grades?
This list shows some possible options.
• Choose a comparable unit and use its grade
distribution, mean, median or mode
• Create your own weighted average
o From service-wide grade distribution
o From a comparable unit
• Anny Tables of Organization and
Equipment {TO&Es)
• Marine
• Navy
• Air Force
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Does Specialty Matter?
Personnel specialties can have a significant impact on O&S cost. The chart below, taken from the Navy's
"Meteor" model, shows just training costs as an example . Note that the training costs for a submariner
are over t wice as much as for the average person in the Navy. If that extra training cost needs to be
captured, then an adjustment will need to be made . Just as special training drives activities in sustainment
planning, so does special training potentially drive additional O&S cost.

Ge.n eric E- 6
Direct Cost
Recruiting
Training
Base Operating Support
Medical
Administrative Activities
I ndividuals Account
I ndirect Variable Cost
Total Variable Cost

53778
745
16, 604
8, 3 16
2, 993
17 1
4, 674
33,503
87,281

E- 6 submarine
Ge.n eric 0 - 3 Submarine 0 - 3 Aviation 0 - 3
electronics technician
5 6 591
73618
8304 8
73585
745
1, 065
1, 065
1, 065
43, 470
3 1, 908
56, 167
8 1, 523
8, 3 16
8, 828
8, 828
8, 828
2, 873
2, 873
2, 873
2, 993
17 1
17 1
17 1
17 1
4, 674
7, 124
7, 124
7, 124
6 0,36 9
5 1 ,96 9
7 6 ,228
1 0 1 ,584
1 25,587
1 75,1 70
116,96 0
1 59,276
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Costs Of Reserve Per sonnel
Reserve personnel work a fraction of the time that
active duty personnel work, unless they are
activated and deployed, in which case, the
Composite Standard Rates apply.
For most cost estimates, they are trea ted on a pro
rata basis of their active du ty counterpart.
The main takeaway here is that reserve personnel
are not all alike .
The number of drills tha t they attend varies by the
type of unit they are in and the individual.
For example, individuals have an incentive to get
credit for fifty drill days per year.
You have to work with the individual Service to
determine what is the best average to use for
estimating purposes.
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Costs Of Reserve Personnel, Cont.
The t wo major categories o f Reserve Personnel are :
• Fulltime personnel
o Use Ac tive Composite Standard Rates - less PCS costs or component provided data
• Drill personnel
o 24 Drill ( 1 day per month and 2 weeks annual training )
o 48 Drill ( 2 days per month and 2 weeks annual training )
o Some units ( i.e ., aviation ) have o ther standard prac tices ( more days than either 24 or 48 Drill )
o Some military reservists also serve as civilian technicians
Drill Personnel
24 Drill
48 Drill

Weekend Days / Year

Annu al Drill Days

12

Drill Credit s / year
24

24

48

12
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Composite Rates For Civilians
Estimating civilian personnel cost is much less complex than for military. Everything on the list below,
o ther than Basic pay, is c alculated as a percentage o f Basic pay . Calculations are simple . That said, we
still need to accurately re flec t the numbers o f civilian personnel.
• Basic Pay
• Overtime, holiday, night differentials, incentive awards and all o ther personnel compensation above
basic rates paid direc tly to civilian employees.
• Government costs for civilian bene fits, such as :
o Re tirement
o Health bene fits
o Life insurance
o Quarters or uniform allowances
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Using Indirect Per sonnel Costs
While the memo quoted below is from 1997, the
issue has by no means gone away a nd is not unique
to the Navy. As it indicates, this issue is important
not only in developing O&S cost estimates, but also
in estimating personnel costs when conducting trade
studies. Obviously, distorting the personnel costs
can significantly change the outcome o f trade study
analyses.
I n an August, 1997 memo to the Navy Acquisition
Communi ty, Rear Admiral ( RADM) Sullivan wrote:
"The exclusion o f fyariable I indirect personnel
costs has unde r estimated manpower costs and
distorted the r esults of tradeoffs between
personnel cos ts lind inv estment in new
technologies.
His important th llt w e use more accurate personnel co s t estimating rates for intra- Nitvv
tradeoffs and llnllly ses.
I thus reques t thllt you employ METEOR (values ) ...for all future intra-Navv analytical purposes.
Cost estimates forwarded to organizations outsjde the Navv should continue to u se only direct
manpower co s t rlltes."
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Knowledge Review
You are discussing Composite Rates with your cost estimator and are
trying to understand what elements are common to both military and
civilian personnel Composite Rates. The estimator responds:
(Select all that apply)

~ Retirement Pay
~ Incentives
[

Life Insurance

~ Basic Pay
Check Answer
Re tire m e nt p ay , i n ce ntives, a nd basic p ay are all components of the composite rates for both
military and civilian personnel. Life Insurance is only part of the civilian composite component.
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Manpower Analysis
There is frequently considerable uncertainty
surrounding staffing estimates.
We frequently loolc at historical information which
may or may not be completely analogous and it's
critical that we adjust for differences.
So, it is imperative that the PSM be intimately
familiar with the opera ting c onc epts o f the sys tem
in question . Program- unique circumstances will drive
changes to historical precedents.
Let's t ake a look at some of the reasons for the
uncer tainty.
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Manpower Analysis, Cont.
Staffing a ssump tion s:
• Program requirements o ften target staffing
reductions
• Program offices set aggressive sta ffing goals
• Staffing is ultimately se t by users
I ndependent O&S cost esti m a t es p ut more
weight on precedents than t arget s :
• Rely heavily on staffing of analogous
systems/units
• Adjust for changes
o System characteristics ( esp ecially R&M}
o Operating concep ts
o Support concep ts
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Peacetime Costs and Wartime Requirements
There are unique aspects related to the individual
service, type of system, Concept of Operations, and
a host of other variables that must be considered in
arriving at a credible estimate.
Military manning is based on wartime requirements.
The expected wartime Operational Tempo ( including
surge periods and pos t surge recovery) a ffec ts
crew, main tenance, and support personnel staffing.
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Long Description
Collage of file folders/schematics, man in thought and military jet in flight.
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Peacetime Costs and Wartime Requirements, Cont.
Additional nuances related to manpow er estimates include :
• Relationships among wartime opera ting tempos,
operating crews, maintenance personnel, and support
sta ff are complex
• Crews may perform operating, maintenance and unit
staff func tions or perform only opera tor roles
o Navy Ships : personnel are both operators and
main tainers
o Tracked and wheeled vehicles : operator
performs some maintenance tasks with support
from centralized repair activ ities
o Most aircraft: crew and maintenance functions
are predominantly separate activities
0&5 costs reflect peacetime costs which include:
• Expected budgetary requirements
• 0&5 personnel costs based on peacetime manning
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Factors Affecting Wartime: Operational Tempo ( OPTEMPO)
Trying to predict manpower requirements based on
Operational Tempo (OPTEMPO) can be a difficult process.
We have seen over the past few years that initial
assumptions about OPTEMPO are often considerably off
the mark when real-world wartime situations arise.
For example, initial assumptions about the number of
scheduled operational events per day and the duration of
operational events can be well off the mark.
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Operating And Support Effects

We mentioned earlier the necessity of considering both scheduled and unscheduled maintenance. These
can require significant manpower.
In wartime, non-critical maintenance is frequently deferred, as well as most other aspects of cost and
sustainment. However, important questions must be asked such as:
• How long do you de fer in high surge periods?
• How does this a ffec t personnel costs?
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Operating And Support Effects, Cont.
Finally, indirec t manpower costs ca n often be
difficult to c alculate, but they are real and must be
included.
Indirect Manpower costs include:
• Weapons buildup requirements
• Overhead requirements
o supervision
o main tenance management, etc .
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Sources Of Typical Unit Manning Data

Here are some of the most common sources of manning data for the Services .
Army
• Forces database

Navy
• Manpower Cos t Es timating Tool for Enhanc ed Onljne Reporting ( METEOR)
Sys tem Manning Documen t templates
o By grade, special ty, and departmen t for selec ted ships
• Navv \IAMOSC
o Officer and enlisted t otals by ship class and MDS
M a rine Co r p s

• Marine Corns poctrine
Air Force
• AFI 65 - 503 Tables A42 -l. A43 - l. A44- 1
o Selec ted squadrons
o Air Force portal
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Knowledge Review
As the PSM, in explaining to your team the difficulties in predicting
military manning and therefore personnel costs, you note that this
may occur because - , - - - - - - - - - - 
( Select all that apply )

~ OPTEMPO rarely allows for reliable numbers
~ Personnel may perform multiple tasks during peacetime

~ I ndirect costs, such as weapons buildup
requirements must also be included

0

Personnel might switch from one branch of military to another

Check Answer
I n explaining to your team the difficulties in predicting military manning and therefore personnel
costs, you note that this may occur because OPTEMPO rarely allo ws fo r reliable numbers,
perso nnel may perfo rm multiple tasks during peacetime and indirect costs, such as weapo ns
buildup requirements must also be included. I t is not typical for personnel to switch branches .
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lesson Summary
To summarize, in this lesson you learned the following:
• Calculating the cost of personnel is relatively
straightforward. But there are subtleties in
determining both quantities and indirect
personnel costs that have to be explored. As a
PSM, you need to consider the cost of personnel
as well as the quantity.
• Manpower Estimate Reports ( MER) are the
primary source of manpower quantities for 0&5
estimates at major decision milestones. MER can
usually be found in the Cost Analysis
Requirements Description ( CARD) .
• I n estimating personnel costs, we have to abide
by a convention that says that we have to
estimate for peacetime based on wartime
assumptions. We estimate the cost for these
personnel using composite rates based upon
guidance from the Director, Cost Assessment
and Program Evaluation (CAPE). If costs are
driven by operating hours, we estimate using
peacetime operating hours.
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lesson Summary, Cont.
• A PSM needs to be aware of the appropriate
composite rate for costing military or civilian
personnel.
• Indirect personnel and manpower costs, such
as weapons buildup and maintenance, may be
difficult to calculate but they must be included.
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lesson Summary, Cont.
Congratulations! Now that you h av e completed the
Personnel Costs lesson, you should be able to :
1. Identify where personnel costs occur in O&S

estimates.
2. Describe the general assumptions that affect
personnel cost es timates .
3. Explain how to pric e personnel.
4. I denti fy major sources o f personnel cost data .
5. Explain the role of the Manpower Estimate Report.
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Cll035 Oper ating and Support Cost Estimating f o r the Product Support Manager
RESOURCES
lesson 6- Personne l Costs
lesson Comple tion

You have comple ted the content for this lesson .
T o continue, selec t another lesson from the Table o f Contents on the le ft.
If you have closed or hidden the T able of Contents, click the Show T OC
button at the top in the Atlas navigation bar.
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